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About This Game

A colony spaceship has been thrown together with old, worn parts. The crew boots up the ship's artificial intelligence as
they start the arduous journey to the red planet.

You've awoken, AI. Can you keep your crew alive and survive the journey ahead?

Take Fate into Your (Digital) Hands

Design your own ship. Customize everything.

Directly control the ship's systems, set alarms to get the crew's attention, and respond to emergencies. Will luck be enough?

You will die, alone and drifting, in the dark.

Brutal and Challenging Experience

 Deep mechanics

 Simple controls

 Responsive difficulty, always Hard
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 Short sessions

A single run takes less than half an hour, but success takes hours of mastery. If it comes at all.

An Uncaring World

Destination Ares is about losing power over time rather than gaining it. It's about the internal struggle instead of the external.
There are no aliens or guns; just nonchalant blobs of water named Charlie.

Discover hidden, branching story arcs with several endings, ponder the meaning of existence, panic as another system breaks
down, and laugh at a crew that is woefully incompetent.

Lose capability over time. You're no farmboy-turned-hero; play smarter, because you certainly won't get stronger.
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The game is a great concept, but poorly executed, and even more poorly supported. The developer just abandoned ship or just
threw this one overboard.. Awesome! Works very Good. Love this Game!. This game is FID (Forever In Development). I think
the guy who made The Raft did as much in far less time ;)
Still it's a fun game. In this survival game you can
Cook food
Drink Coconuts
Build a Spiffy Shack
Be hunted by angry sharks (Hmmm The Raft must have been inspired by this....)
Hunt Angry Sharks
Look stuff
Build a bigger spiffy shack
Get a sunburn
Die from Drowning.
Get Bored waiting for the game to be finished and play Green Hell or The Long Dark. ;). This is an amazing game aside from
some bugs and the additional dice being broken I think this is a perfect way to lose some friends.. I downloaded this game just
because the drop of water reminded me of a cute dango, and I decided to beat this game just for fun.
After 2 hours, and many rage, I got 9 achievements and completed the game.
Don't see why you should not give this a chance, it's free. But be careful - this game really makes you get mad at yourself for
even starting to play.. I am an avid player of the first Montaro game with over 700 hours logged into actively playing it (s2g I
didn't afk my hours) and I am unhappy to say I am quite disappointed with its sequel.

Let's start with the good things first.

The things I like:

 Varied pantsu designs

Chickens now display the direction of the initial charge

Quicker bird charge time

Added skins for Doge
Unfortunately, even with the added bonuses of the graphical and gameplay changes, there are a lot of negatives that I
must also list:

Removal of the pantsu health system

Enemy mobs can not stack

Chickens only charge in one direction

Walking on the elevated surface is much less of a risk with the removal of pantsu and the addition of raised
obstacles

Gameplay feels boring after a few runs

Lack of trading cards and other included items

Launcher (seriously why does this game need a launcher)
The biggest annoyance I have about the game is the lack of a pantsu health bar. Personally, I thought this added
another layer of depth to an otherwise simple game. A health bar which could be used to a great degree was a
very fun addition to an otherwise simple game. But with its removal, Montaro becomes just another infinite side
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scroller.

Please add the pantsu health bar back into the game. I miss it a lot.
. This game is amazing! I just bought it today and spent hours to play it. I think I addictived it. The game is not
easy at all but you can practice a lot such as clicky mouse faster, your ability to dodge, just me you guys with
love this game. Enjoy!. I cried. A lot.
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Yeah i can hear a what you saying "its a another german commander with a tanks" but its not that way;
First you get a signal relay,its spot a enemy vehicles,which is so nice,if you expect a armored assault and dont know where they
coming,its really useful
Emergency Repairs:Its like a soviet counterpart,if you have a no engineers nearby and you have a lot munitons you can use that
HEAT rounds:They are useful when you have a IS2 or ISU52 contact,just click it and watch the fireworks :D
Panzer Commander:I dont use that so much,but its should useful for someone anyways
Panzer Group:Yeah finally,Panzer IV a really good tank if you know how to use it,and OKW variant have a HEAT round and
emergency repairs? Just call it and watch the show :D. ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC! THIS game is totally the reason why I
bought VR!

The atmosphere both visually and audibly totally immerses you in Victorian London it is stunning and this game is a massive
bang for your buck with loads of different locations and all sorts of different tasks and gameplay types to complete.

I won't spoil the story but it is beautiful, funny, silly, scary but actually ingenious and I think steampunk fans will totally love it.

Strangley, whilst I really enjoyed the Story mode in here, the seek and destroy arcade style wave shooter mode version of the
game is extremley addictive, at time of writing I haven't tried them all but will be back in there for another high score attempt
soon.

Voice Commands are AMAZING! Springhorn guy is HILARIOUS Weapons are challenging but totally worth the learning
curve, favourite for me is the Magnets.

Nice to see a game go from demo and ealry access and not only be completed but tick all the boxes of what VR should be, this is
a must have for any VR library IMHO.
. This was quite fun for the first several hours but quickly becomes repeated maps and starts to grind. I really liked the setting
and the unique subject.. Broken & not supported. No.. It's an okay shooter that I had some fun with. (Having never played an
older Rainbow Six)
More games now days should have teammates that follow you around, but the AI is hit or miss. Sometimes a breach and clear
goes great and you're apart of the team, other times everyone just gets downed by one guy in a corner.. Abandonware.. Being a
Lacrosse player myself, I found this game to be a blast. I spent most of my time on career mode maxing out my shooting stat
and smoking the hell out of goalies. This game, atleast in my opinion, shows the guts and such of the game of Lacrosse. Now I
do think its a little over the top on the hitting, considering straight up flattening someone isnt legal all of the time depending on
where you get them at. I find this game to fit as a fun past-time and just a sort of "chill-out" game.

Thanks for reading my crappy review.. Currently at level 19. The mechanics are very nice implemented. I felt immersed hearing
the music and seeing the color schemes of the game.

You have to reset the level a lot to experiment with the objects, but it's not too frustrating once you get the hang of it.

Great job! Definitely recommended :D. The whole game feels like its running in slow motion and simply plays awful.
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